Signs on House Cusps

Of the major factors that astrologers use in delineating a chart or horoscope, all the planets including sun and moon, come to a total of ten (not counting part of fortune, nodes, asteroids, etc.) The horoscope is composed of twelve houses that describe the mundane affairs of the individual as experienced in life. In all cases, there are two houses that will be empty; and in most cases many more. In some charts, the planets are bunched so closely together that it is not unusual for eight, nine, or even ten houses to be empty of their direct presence. This does not mean that empty houses are ignored in a good reading. On the contrary, the sign on the cusp, or leading edge of the empty house, along with its ruling planet, allow an inference to be made in regard to that area of life. Many basic text books of astrology do not include readings on empty houses. In most cases, it is necessary to hunt down a text specifically written to cover this area.

I have written interpretations for all twelve houses for each of the twelve astrological signs on the cusp of every house; all you need is the horoscope, or a knowledge of which sign is on the cusp of what house. The readings given here will help in understanding the horoscope in a much broader and richer context.

ARIES ON CUSP OF FIRST HOUSE

People have a tendency to see you as outgoing, dynamic, and often aggressive. Your courageous nature, and willingness to go to the aid of those in need have an inspiring effect on many around you. There is a strong physical attraction that draws the opposite sex to you, and this is more likely where there is recreational activities or sporting events, especially along competitive lines. Your wants and desires tend to be under an element of compulsion at times, and it would be wise to exercise greater patience or control in consideration of those around you. You tend to view the world as a plum that can be seized; your self-will and determination will decide to what extent your actions will be deemed appropriate, or brought under condemnation by those that feel the affect of your perseverance.

TAURUS ON CUSP OF FIRST HOUSE

You tend to see the world as a fortunate place to live, and in most cases, it will be good to you in return. Your patience and reserve are held in esteem by those that recognize your good intentions and lofty goals. Others will find your physical appearance to be pleasant, attractive, and exuding an element of warmth and congeniality. You could establish yourself as a financial expert through banking, stocks-bonds, and lending institutions, or make a place in the world of art through sculpture, painting, and architecture. There is apt to be a lucky aspect to your life, although you may be cautious, or hold back at the crucial moment. Avoid a tendency to be obstinate, or refuse to change when it would be best to do so, as you may find it difficult to give up your stubborn streak.
GEMINI ON CUSP OF FIRST HOUSE

For you, the world is a place to travel, see, and experience in all its variety. Your manner of personal expression through thought, writing, and oratory could bring recognition in any of those fields. Others are apt to perceive you in a physical sense as alert, aware, quick on your feet, and on the move most of the time. You have an intellectual appeal to many people that would have them seeking you out for information or advice. Because of your quick wit, and active schedule, you have a tendency to take on projects before completing those already started. You may be fortunate in a business involving short journeys, or establishing several business locations not located too far apart, yet connected by highway, and accessible to the public at large.

CANCER ON CUSP OF FIRST HOUSE

You have a way of reaching out to the world that others perceive as warm, nurturing, and sympathetic. The bio-diversity of life is highly respected, and you would protect that which becomes threatened to the best of your ability. Others see you as sensitive, aware, and a highly tuned individual that elevates human values above mere things, and recognizes the family as particularly important. You possess a vivid imagination, and depth of thought that allows insight into the deepest reaches of most people's beliefs and feelings. Because you do have a sensitive nature, it would be best to guard against anyone that might hurt or upset you emotionally, or bring your character into poor light, although this is not usually a common occurrence.

LEO ON CUSP OF FIRST HOUSE

Your inclination to be successful, and attain to positions of influence tend to create a positive outlook as seen by the outer world, and in turn casts a good light on you and your ambitions. You enjoy being highly qualified at what you do, and will work long and hard to achieve that feeling. Your natural pride and loyalty will lend dignity to your causes and projects that will incline others to join with you in your endeavors. Your management and organizational skills should bring some level of respect that insures a modicum of success, although hasty decisions not thought out, or tempestuous impulses could land you with more setbacks than you might think. With you, life is not all work, but play as well; this brings interests in recreation, social situations, and educational opportunities.

VIRGO ON CUSP OF FIRST HOUSE

Others will tend to see you as discriminating or even fastidious. Your projection out to the world is one of good taste, and a keen mind. You enjoy lively conversation, and intellectual challenges that makes you popular with many people, especially in and around the workplace. Your helpful and attentive nature is a welcome interlude for those that need comfort and encouragement, and you can count on the support of those that you have helped in the past. You may have a tendency to be too critical about what other people say or do, and this could lead to misunderstandings, or create reactions that have an adverse effect on your
relationships. Because of your changeable nature, consider your decisions after careful consideration, rather than be too hasty and lose control of the situation.

LIBRA ON CUSP OF FIRST HOUSE

The view you tend to give to the world is one of a well adjusted and happy individual. Others may seek you out as an arbitrator, or come to you for advice or recommendations since your sense of fairness and balance is acknowledged and valued. You become uneasy around dissention and bickering, and will avoid situations that make you apprehensive. You have a naturally attractive and comfortable bearing that brings friendships and associations in both business and pleasure. Your social life is likely to be filled with people that possess refined tastes, and artistic talents. You may also be inclined to enter partnerships, or the marriage partner could become involved in business ventures or enterprises that would be successful.

SCORPIO ON CUSP OF FIRST HOUSE

To the world you appear self-reliant, confident, in control, and determined to achieve your goals. Your own view of the world is one of opportunity, and a place to work, play, and follow the pursuits of the good life. You are fully capable of forging ahead with your own agenda without being slowed down by interference or obstacles, nor do you usually need to ask for help or assistance when the going gets rough. Your depth of vision along with your store of resources amounts to a considerable force in dealing with business undertakings, and public or social aspirations. There may be a need to ease back in certain circumstances so as not to become too authoritative or forceful in your relations with family, co-workers, and friends.

SAGITTARIUS ON CUSP OF FIRST HOUSE

Your outgoing optimism and sense of fair play will stand out in how the world apprehends you, especially from the viewpoint of your usually healthy and robust nature. You tend to be fortunate in how you handle your affairs with other people, and in the way you often impress those in positions of influence. There is an innate desire to see the world and experience other cultures, not only for your own education, but to become aware of the views and ideas of other people. You have a knack for adjusting to various situations because of your tendency to take a philosophical approach when confronted with dilemmas, or in dealing with difficult problems. Avoid the inclination to vacillate, or be hasty; this is usually the result of a tendency to restlessness, and a desire for change.

CAPRICORN ON CUSP OF FIRST HOUSE

Most of the world that sees you will observe a conscientious, quiet, conservative, and stable individual. You tend to be a good worker that seldom complains, and have a manner of quietly working your way up the corporate or social ladder. Your contemplative nature would have you avoid the emotional crises that so easily occurs with more temperamental types. There may be those moments when others see you as a cold and calculating thinker, which tends to give them the impression that a certain amount of empathy is lacking. You are not
prone to vacillate or change your views or attitude very often, and your preference is for a structured setting that clearly defines everyone's roles whether in business or the work place.

AQUARIUS ON CUSP OF FIRST HOUSE

Your window to the world reveals you to be an original, innovative, and somewhat unpredictable individual that enjoys the odd and unusual, the old and the futuristic. You tend to be idealistic and often hold utopian ideas; this can lead you to take on causes that protect individual freedoms, privacy, and the pursuit of happiness. You can count on many varied people to be good friends and companions, and assist in your endeavors whether for business or recreation. Your interests range from such subjects as antiquities and ancient beliefs, to modern science, new inventions, electronics, and computer technology. There is little that can be hidden or withheld from you because of your inquiring mind and innate sense of intuition.

PISCES ON CUSP OF FIRST HOUSE

You tend to look upon the world with a sense of great expectation and idealism, and the world returns to you the kindness and sensitivity that marks your general character and outlook. You have a depth of perception that reveals the inner nature of those things that usually stay hidden and unknown to many other people. Friendships are often personal and close, although there is a changeable factor that tends to see people come into your life, and then move on. It is important that you not give too much of yourself for those that might not appreciate your goodwill, as they could take advantage of your inclination to be of help when they come to you asking for favors. Your versatility can lead to restlessness, and this can be controlled by staying busy, and persistent in working on your goals.

ARIES ON CUSP OF SECOND HOUSE

There is a strong tendency to be active and even aggressive in achieving your financial security, although expenditures may at times keep pace with your personal income. You have an inclination for impulse buying, or going on sudden sprees, that needs to be controlled, especially if it upsets budget planning. Hard work is usually not a problem when you expect a good return on your efforts, and you like to be sure the job gets done as fast as possible. You could build a good financial base through various industries with an emphasis on construction, or working with mechanical principles or devices, such as architectural drafting or machinery of one form or another. Occupations that would favor a nice salary might include police, military, fire-fighting, munitions manufacture, and even associations with the woolen industry.

TAURUS ON CUSP OF SECOND HOUSE

You have a natural flair for working with your money and managing your financial affairs. There is a bit of practicality about investments and savings plans that should bring a degree of benefit over the long haul. You can be obstinate when it comes to taking financial advice, which could save you from suffering losses in some cases. On the other hand, it might put
the brakes on future successes. In most situations you can trust in your instincts when considering financial strategies. If you were to become knowledgeable about the inside workings of such institutions as banks, and brokerage houses, etc., you would be in a good situation to let your money make you money. Other areas with potential earning power would be in the artistic fields such as sculpture, painting, music, and entertainment.

GEMINI ON CUSP OF SECOND HOUSE

Your financial affairs may occasionally be subject to some form of change because of your tendency to move from one thing to another before allowing conditions to settle out. In other cases your interests may overlap, and you become too spread out rather than consolidating. There is apt to be some variety in how you approach your means of obtaining an income, and this might be in switching jobs, or moving money from one investment to another. You have a knack for thinking up ideas on how to increase your financial base; many of them will not work out, but others should be successful. Your income may come from several different areas of general interest such as giving instruction, writing, transportation, or the travel industry. It would be a good idea to avoid getting involved financially with relatives or neighbors.

CANCER ON CUSP OF SECOND HOUSE

The indication regarding your financial affairs shows that they could be bound to obligations regarding the family, or that relatives might have an influence over how money is handled or controlled. You can be very imaginative in ways that will attract money to you, and in maintaining a tenacious grip in preventing it from flowing away for unimportant reasons. Although you tend to be conservative about finances, your sensitive nature may allow for contributions to charity, or for the welfare of others. You may also be prone to spend for things that make you comfortable, or bring pleasure, or enhance your safety or security. Investments in agriculture, property, insurance, and commodities based on liquids such as water-rights or drilling, and soft drinks would be beneficial to your financial base.

LEO ON CUSP OF SECOND HOUSE

Your financial status tends to be a fairly important aspect of your life, and you put much energy and effort into achieving your expectations. You often find support from people in high places that have an interest in helping see you succeed. You are inclined to be drawn to a business or occupation with high visibility, or that puts you in the eye of the public. This can indicate political involvement that can span a wide spectrum of activity in government, industry, or the social sphere. Your organizational skills help in managing people and situations that are associated with the financial side of life, and this in turn brings social recognition through entertaining, or community involvement. Use caution when investing as you tend to speculate on risky ventures that might be successful, but often go bust.
VIRGO ON CUSP OF SECOND HOUSE

You tend to handle your monetary concerns with great care and prudence, and there is little likelihood of not being fully aware of your financial status at any given time. Your inclination to be thrifty in financial dealings indicates that it is easy to keep a budget, and thus less chance of indiscriminate buying that might result in lost savings or inability to pay the bills. Attention to details will keep investments in line, although the tendency to overlap other various interests could result in less important affairs to 'slip through the cracks'. Along with your sense of discrimination is a tendency to be critical, and care should be taken to avoid disputes with family, friends, co-workers, and others sharing in financial relationships.

LIBRA ON CUSP OF SECOND HOUSE

The conditions that surround your financial situation in life are likely to fall on favorable influences that enable you to attain an element of success in realizing your expectations. But there is a strong likelihood you would be very unhappy in a position where the bulk of your income came in ways that were not fitted for you, or you had little aptitude for. Thus you would be happy earning income through creative pursuits such as writing, painting, sculpture, architectural and interior design, or through investments that provided a regular income. There might be an element of success should you enter into agreements with partners or others for mutual benefit in business arrangements. Care is needed to choose wisely, or losses could occur; a marriage partner would be ideal in a business relationship.

SCORPIO ON CUSP OF SECOND HOUSE

You possess a positive outlook about your financial status, and have the capacity to work hard to achieve your ambitions. Your determination will generally prevail over any obstacles whether natural or man-made, and the expectation is that you will ultimately secure financial independence and domestic comfort. Although you are not prone to extravagance, there is a tendency to spend in order to expand your financial base through improvements in equipment, or extending your sphere of influence. This might result in temporary losses or setbacks should you not re-coup in time for this to happen. You can usually depend on your shrewd judgement when it comes to investing in commodities based on growth and expansion, or in regional utilities with potential for future development.

SAGITTARIUS ON CUSP OF SECOND HOUSE

This position tends to suggest that there is an element of luck or fortune accompanying your handling of money and other related financial activities. While this is good, it tends to have you take risks in the hope of increasing your bank account, and the result is often a financial setback. You may have a tendency to want to play with money, or in some sense turn it into a game in which you can experience the rise and fall of your fortunes, probably with some amusement involved. You are inclined to do well with certain enterprises, and these would be in areas dealing with overseas affairs, foreign investments, the travel industry, publishing, and the teaching field, particularly higher education. Avoid spreading money around in public, or giving too generously without investigating the merits of the cause.
CAPRICORN ON CUSP OF SECOND HOUSE

Your financial dealings tend to be on a practical level, and you prefer using caution before investing capital in projects that have not been fully investigated. You are moderately successful at staying with a savings plan, as this is an indication of a state of security and well-being, or the foundation for building a better future. You could expect some success with investments in real estate, property, mines, land development, or gems and precious metals. Your organizational skills and sense of responsibility will aid in bringing together business and financial undertakings for purposes of exploitation and profit. This in turn could bring you into the public and/or political spotlight, and hence into community or even national service.

AQUARIUS ON CUSP OF SECOND HOUSE

You can probably expect your financial affairs to follow a rather odd and somewhat unusual course, as your means of obtaining an income can tend toward the unconventional, or even erratic. This does not mean you will not be successful in your endeavors, since many of your hopes and wishes center on this becoming a reality. You have a knack of forming friendships with people that have a direct bearing on your financial undertakings; important connections can be made through close acquaintances that happen to know the right people. Successful investments are indicated in fields having to do with electronics, aviation, inventions, scientific research and development, and the computer industry. It would be best to avoid using other people's money, as it could lead to complications and misunderstandings.

PISCES ON CUSP OF SECOND HOUSE

Matters dealing with the financial side of your life can bring opportunities from a variety of sources, and many of these sources could spring from unknown origins. The success or failure of your financial endeavors would hinge mainly on your own ability to recognize the inherent risks associated with these endeavors. One such risk might occur in not being able to obtain full disclosure about an impending transaction, or not being made aware of all the ramifications once a deal is closed. There could be hidden conditions that if known might cause you to change your mind. It need not be all this mysterious if you avoid rushing into situations before fully checking them out. You are inclined to possess a natural psychic sense that gives you the ability to see through any deception or false front.

ARIES ON CUSP OF THIRD HOUSE

You have a strong inclination to build things, or design them, and your studies may lead you to engineering or architectural degrees. Your quick mind often brings visualization of a project, although patience is needed to see it brought to reality. You may be inclined to travel in regard to business, particularly by car. The desire to seek out new places, or investigate old ones, ought to make travel enjoyable, especially when combined with business trips. Relationships with relatives and neighbors can become strained at times, and produce some form of friction. This is often the result of poor communications, or none at all; keep everyone informed, particularly when their interests are involved. Your correspondence may be
somewhat irregular at times, especially with routine contacts. Emergencies tend to bring your immediate response.

TAURUS ON CUSP OF THIRD HOUSE

Your powers of concentration are very strong, and you can work ideas out with a good depth of understanding, although quick thinking is not usually a strong quality. Studies having to do with finances may interest you, and in some cases mathematics. There is a natural interest in artistic pursuits which could lead to degrees in music, painting, sculpture, or ceramics. You may find short distance travel agreeable when taken for recreation, or in taking a planned vacation; otherwise you are likely to have a greater inclination to stay put and operate from where you are. Your friendly nature makes you popular with relatives and neighbors, and this can be an enjoyable aspect of your life. Keeping in touch with friends and family through correspondence is apt to be handled in a timely fashion, and promote good relations all around.

GEMINI ON CUSP OF THIRD HOUSE

You possess a quick and versatile mind, and naturally pursue a variety of subjects and interests. Your capacity for study and learning is quite large, and you tend to enjoy the school environment, particularly at the higher levels of education such as a university. You should try to avoid taking on too much at any one time, as this could tax your efforts to accomplish what is at hand. Being on the go will bring enjoyable travels to many various places, particularly in short to medium range trips. All forms of transportation are indicated, although trips by air would undoubtedly be preferred when distance is a factor. You tend to have a large number of relatives, and in most cases these relationships will be good; this also applies to your neighbors. Your correspondence is usually kept up to date.

CANCER ON CUSP OF THIRD HOUSE

There is an indication that you could be drawn to study in areas that your imagination might be put to good use. Writing plays or novels in which you could spin tales would undoubtedly be pleasing to you. Along more mundane lines, you would be inclined to learn or study in those areas that are the most interesting to you, and even this is subject to a degree of changeability. You tend to enjoy traveling whether for business or pleasure, and short or medium trips are most likely, although you would grab any opportunity to visit faraway places. See that you make arrangements for your comfort, as you are not usually interested in "roughing it," unless for special occasions. Home and neighborhood have an important place in your life, and harmony and peace with family and friends is always considered. You should handle your own correspondence as it tends to be personal and private.

LEO ON CUSP OF THIRD HOUSE

You have a great respect for education, and will apply yourself to furthering your own knowledge. Your particular interests will determine in which direction study will be taken, although art and the educational field itself may hold promise. You could be drawn to the
theater as a writer, producer or actor in playing out the drama that takes place on the stage. You would find satisfaction in teaching young people, or children, since you tend to have an affinity for them. Travel holds an interest for you, although circumstances are more likely to decide when and where you go. Road travel to picturesque and scenic places has greater appeal than to low flat places. You can expect amiable relations with relatives and neighbors, although contacts may lack any set order or pattern. Your personal correspondence is not apt to be prolific, but enough to inform those most concerned.

VIRGO ON CUSP OF THIRD HOUSE

When it comes to education, you are likely to make the most of your analytical mind with subjects such as math and science. You tend to be a critical thinker, and enjoy seeking out other like minds for lively discussions. Your many interests might include research, medicine, chemistry, and industries dealing with food and hygiene. Travel could play a part of your life in business and pleasure, although you are likely to be irritated over delays, schedule changes, and other disruptions associated with transportation systems. You tend to keep your lines of communication open with relatives and friends, and the relations with neighbors is usually amiable. Avoid an inclination to open your mouth when you feel like criticizing, or have an urge to find fault, as this will only agitate your relatives and neighbors. Your personal correspondence is often done as with other responsibilities.

LIBRA ON CUSP OF THIRD HOUSE

You tend to enjoy the learning experience, and feel comfortable on campus or in the university environment. Teaching would be agreeable to you, as you have a way of inspiring enthusiasm for the subject under study. There is an inclination to take up artistic pursuits as a way of self-expression, or to make social statements. You would prefer to travel for pleasure rather than business, although trips in association with business partners could be beneficial. Your transportation preference usually tends toward air travel, although the comfort of rail might have a strong appeal. Companionship will determine in many cases whether you travel or not, as you prefer not to be alone. Relationships with family, relatives, and neighbors are expected to be friendly and helpful, although correspondence may fall behind at times.

SCORPIO ON CUSP OF THIRD HOUSE

Whether or not you take your educational pursuits seriously will be determined to a great extent on how serious and dedicated you are to accomplishing these ends. A lack of interest in any given area will not keep you on your toes, and you will quickly find something else to use your time for. You could be drawn to study in the areas of medicine, or surgery, or marine biology and other related subjects having to do with experiment and research. You may not be inclined to travel a great deal, particularly for short or medium distances, although crossing the oceans might appeal to you very much. Many of your relatives will hold a special place in your life, and many others will not. Your relations with them is likely to be better with members of the opposite sex than with your own. Correspondence is apt to be handled with great efficiency, and in some cases with great neglect, depending on the circumstances.
SAGITTARIUS ON CUSP OF THIRD HOUSE

You have a broad depth of understanding that inclines you to study Ideas, such as religion, philosophy, and other subjects related to what might be called the 'higher mind'. Your natural charisma attracts others to you for advice and recommendations, and you would do well studying psychology or psychiatry as you have a way of helping others through counseling or social services. You usually enjoy and probably benefit through travel, especially long journeys to foreign lands. This would include trips for business or pleasure. All means of transportation will suit your fancy, although road travel will allow you to experience an appreciation for the natural beauty of the landscape. There is a tendency toward having many relatives, and deriving pleasure in their company. Your handling of correspondence may be haphazard at times, although you do get to it eventually.

CAPRICORN ON CUSP OF THIRD HOUSE

You take your studies seriously, and have the patience to complete the work necessary to accomplish your objectives. Your power of concentration and persistence will increase your chance of success in areas to do with business, real estate, and land development. The chance of travel will probably be determined more by necessity or obligation than by a desire to go on vacation or take off for a holiday. You might prefer road or rail travel over shipboard or air flights since you are apt to enjoy seeing where you've been and where you're going rather than just arriving at your destination. Relationships with relatives and neighbors will most likely be cordial, and in some cases rather formal, although contacts will be maintained over time. Correspondence may need to be brought up to date on a somewhat regular basis.

AQUARIUS ON CUSP OF THIRD HOUSE

There are any number of subjects that you would be inclined to take up for study. Your active and inquiring mind may be drawn to such fields as electronics, aviation, nuclear applications, and research projects. You have latent potential for the arts that might lead you to study on a more formal basis in areas as sculpture, painting, prose, and music. Your intuitive faculties have the depth to learn about the esoteric aspects of reality including astrology and tarot. Your relationships with relatives and neighbors are usually on good footing, and you tend to enjoy their companionship. Many of your hopes and wishes could come about through connections established by your family and friends. Extensive travel is more likely than not, providing that the appropriate conditions and circumstances prevail, whether for business or pleasure. You tend to handle your correspondence in a friendly and timely fashion.

PISCES ON CUSP OF THIRD HOUSE

Your keen imagination is likely to bring many areas of study to your attention. While many students require the structure of a school or university, you can accomplish a great deal on your own without any formal setting or schedule. You tend to enjoy the quiet and solitude of your own privacy rather than the hustle and bustle of public institutions when it comes to getting your work done. Creative pursuits interest you, particularly in the writing of plays, novels, and mystery stories, should you decide to explore this possibility. Your relationships
with relatives are generally amiable, although there may be an occasional skeleton in the family closet that pops out when not expected. Travel can be undertaken for various reasons, and a trip across the ocean might prove very enjoyable. Your correspondence tends to be important, and you can be expected to keep most of it up to date.

ARIES ON CUSP OF FOURTH HOUSE

Your home will be the center of much activity. Family fun may center around games of skill and daring. Conflicts could be common among younger members of the household. You may find yourself in charge of managing family activity, and assigning duties as needed. Avoid a tendency to be the "boss" and to "rule the roost." As a child you may have felt restricted or constrained by the authority figure of the house, especially the father. There is a tendency to be accident prone in and around your immediate environment. Guns should be unloaded, and smoke alarms placed in appropriate locations. The indication is for a long and active life, although the end may be sudden.

TAURUS ON CUSP OF FOURTH HOUSE

You enjoy the comforts of your home, and it is often the social center for relatives and friends. You take special pride in seeing that your life is full of beauty, and tend to surround yourself with flowers and objects of art. Members of the family may fill the house with music, or play various instruments, especially the piano. Your early growing years may have been happy and filled with love by those around you. It is important for your health and well-being that there is peace and harmony within the home, and that your creative projects have a place for open and free expression. The indication is for a long and happy life, and the end is apt to be peaceful.

GEMINI ON CUSP OF FOURTH HOUSE

You and your family will stay in close contact through open conversation and written communication. The telephone is apt to be in constant use. Whether you live alone or with a large family, radio and television may hold a great deal of your attention with news programs, documentaries, and talk shows. You may find the location of your home changing with some regularity due to a desire to travel and see new things, and experience new places. You might find great enjoyment traveling about in a motor home, or having a house trailer to pull where you want to stay. You find it easy to talk to close relatives, and settle household matters before problems arise. The indication is for an active and productive life.

CANCER ON CUSP OF FOURTH HOUSE

The home is a very special place for you. It is a haven in any storm, and a place of security when the going gets tough. You have a strong emotional attachment to your home, and a need to protect your family from all that would upset the balance. You probably developed a strong attachment to parents and home during childhood, and there will be a desire to return from time to time for comfort and rest. Although there may be some changes of residence, the desire is for a permanent home, especially when the family begins to grow. The choice of
a marriage partner will be very important for establishing a stable and happy family life. You should both share the same attitudes and feelings for home and children. The indication is for a long life, and the end will come peacefully with close family about.

**LEO ON CUSP OF FOURTH HOUSE**

You take great pride in your home and tend to make it a showcase for your work and talent. You prefer a permanent abode with a place to grow. You usually expect a great deal of your family, and enjoy their success at work and school. Your home tends to be full of light and life, and a center for health and fitness. You often take the lead in planning future family activities, and enjoy developing home improvement projects. Once a new project is started you are determined to see it finished. You have a natural store of energy and family members may have trouble keeping up with your zest for work and fun. The indication is for a long and active life right to the end.

**VIRGO ON CUSP OF FOURTH HOUSE**

The home may be a center of intellectual stimulation, or a place to work if you are a writer or poet. With the advent of computer networks, the home would make an excellent work-place rather than treking to an office everyday. Your residence may not be at the same place for very long, and the family move, for job or greater opportunity, to other places. You could find yourself seeking your own home at an early age, probably before marriage. Your relationship to your parents will be amiable enough, but you will be off to seek your own fortune early on. You may find the company of pets to be a comfort in the home environment, and poor animals in distress brought home for care. The indication is for an active life up to the very end.

**LIBRA ON CUSP OF FOURTH HOUSE**

The early years in the home environment indicate happiness, comfort, and loving care. There is usually an air of temperance and balance among family members, with close ties to one another. When you set up your own home, it will reflect your taste in art and interior design. You enjoy having nice things around you for your ease and sense of beauty. The home might become a center for family gatherings, and social entertaining. While you may change your residence from time to time, it is more likely to occur for personal reasons, and freedom of choice, than from necessity. Social and public affairs may be prominent in family life, and partnerships established with parents; certainly your spouse will share in your interests. The end of life is shown to be comfortable and secure.

**SCORPIO ON CUSP OF FOURTH HOUSE**

There will likely be a great deal of emotional attachment to the home, and although love and caring abound for the most part, there is apt to be changing conditions within the family. Someone you care a great deal about could relocate, or leave under some form of confusion. The home may come through an inheritance, or the result of a legacy. If you grew up in an old, creaky, weathered house, it could have seemed just a little haunted. Or if you live in a
modern airy apartment or home, it might seem rather austere at times, or remind you of a place from the dim past. After marriage the home could become highly charged with emotion. Jealousy and possessiveness could mar domestic harmony, and strain the relationship. Death of loved ones will be especially hard as you are usually very close to them. You may view your own death as an enigmatic mystery.

SAGITTARIUS ON CUSP OF FOURTH HOUSE

Your early life may have been full of games, toys, and lots of things to play with. You could have even been a little spoiled. Fortunate circumstances usually surround the home environment, although a number of residential changes are indicated throughout life. Your home may become the center for social and business parties with games and contests being the favorites. You will have a tendency to want to close the house down for a time while you travel the world. You would enjoy living in a foreign land for a time. Philosophy and religion will enter your mind during those quiet moments alone when the household has settled down. You will be very active until the end of life, and then you will leave it well situated.

CAPRICORN ON CUSP OF FOURTH HOUSE

You are apt to feel very possessive of your home in that it is your castle; your bastion of security and comfort. You like it the way it is, and don't take to someone moving things around. Others might feel that you live in rather austere surroundings, or that there is something impersonal about it. You have a sense of permanence about where you live, and don't like the idea of moving from place to place. Your parents may have been protective and loving, although the indication is that there was little show of emotion, or that your upbringing was more business than pleasure. You will probably live well into your old age, and defy the angel of death for quite some time.

AQUARIUS ON CUSP OF FOURTH HOUSE

You feel comfortable wherever your home happens to be. Whether Greenwich village, or a castle in Scotland, the odd and unusual appeal to you. There is a tendency to share your abode with a lover or friend, and not worry about what the neighbors think. You have a flair for decorating in ultra modern, or whatever eccentric style is in vogue. You are apt to change your dwelling place periodically, and with little notice. Your parents may have given you quite a bit of personal freedom, or you could have demanded more than they wanted to give. Your later years will have you involved with younger members of the family, or grand-children with whom you enjoy a good relationship.

PISCES ON CUSP OF FOURTH HOUSE

You prefer your home to be secluded and private, and away from the prying eyes of neighbors and passersby. You often feel an emotional attachment to your surroundings, and sentimental connections to the things you value. Your home is a refuge and place for rest and meditation. You form strong bonds to your family, and would create a place of love and protection for your spouse and children. You were probably raised in a large family with lots
of brothers and sisters, and a likely good relationship with your mother. The closing years of life are apt to be peaceful and among companions. You will have made peace with your maker, and anticipate the passing with a mystical longing.

ARIES ON CUSP OF FIFTH HOUSE

The indication is for an active social life and an aggressive pursuit of the good things of life. You might be drawn to rough and tumble games, or have a very competitive nature when challenged by comrades or family members. Your interest in the opposite sex is strong, and you are easily moved to the chase when romance is in the air. Your robust constitution and strong physical attraction will draw many people to you for love and friendship. You are apt to speculate and take risks where investments are concerned, although iron, steel, and building projects would secure a safe financial foundation for you. Being a parent will see the possibility of raising more boys than girls, and they will respect your strength and leadership.

TAURUS ON CUSP OF FIFTH HOUSE

Your optimism and good nature will make you a favorite for any party or social occasion. You have a natural feel for art, and a flair for creativity that will bring recognition from associates and others of like abilities. Your popularity with children is a great blessing for them as well as yourself; they find you gentle and understanding, yet on a level that is comfortable for both young and old. There is a tendency to be lucky when you speculate where money is concerned, and you could do well investing in practical and down-to-earth projects. You are a romantic at times, and enjoy being in love; courtship is a wonderful time, and will be an aspect of your life even in marriage.

GEMINI ON CUSP OF FIFTH HOUSE

You tend to take an intellectual approach to the affairs of the heart. Courtship is a time of discovery in getting to know the other person; communication is important in establishing the bonds of intimacy. Your social life tends to be a whirl, and you like to 'get-around' where the action is happening. Others like to congregate around you because of your easy going and light hearted nature; you are not usually bound by strong emotional needs, and have the ability to think things through in a clear and logical way. The indication is for a small family, or no children at all, although many factors are at work in this area. You are not inclined to take risks where investments are concerned, and you could do well with stocks and bonds, newspapers, and all aspects of computers including networking and software.

CANCER ON CUSP OF FIFTH HOUSE

Your strong emotional nature makes you very sensitive and aware of the feelings of those around you. You tend to take love seriously, and you can be easily hurt by insensitive people. While you enjoy the social scene, you are apt to keep your distance since you are seldom interested in casual affairs. Your family interests can become your major interest whether with parents, or spouse and children. There is a tendency toward a large family, although many factors are at work here. You can be very creative around the home, and enjoy making
it cheerful and comfortable; sharing is an important part of your life. While you are not prone to take risks where investments are concerned, you could be attracted to real-estate, agriculture or farming, and businesses around or on lakes and rivers.

**LEO ON CUSP OF FIFTH HOUSE**

You enjoy a wide and varied social sphere, and often become the life of the party. Your proud and loyal nature is attractive to the opposite sex, although flirting often brings the desired attention. You often assume a dominant role in courtship, and can be very persistent in pursuing the object of your desires. There is a natural love for children, and you enjoy making them a part of your life. The indication is for a limited family, possibly only one child, but many factors determine the actual outcome. Your natural creativity can be developed with training, and this could bring results in a commercial capacity. There is an inclination to speculate, and you could do well with gold, or other precious metals.

**VIRGO ON THE CUSP OF FIFTH HOUSE**

There is an inclination to be somewhat analytical about how you approach others, and to apply your own values as to how a relationship should develop. While you have a wide range of friends, you're not inclined to follow the party crowd. You can have a good time without letting go, and proper conduct is expected from everyone. Courtship is something you probably have a preconceived idea about, and you desire an orderly, sequence of events to unravel in their due time. There may be few children from marriage, but many factors will determine the exact number. Although you may not be artistically inclined, you possess a shrewd eye for form and design. Your opinion is of great value to those who appreciate your fine tastes. You are more inclined to invest rather than speculate, and investments in food, catering, or in the health fields would benefit most.

**LIBRA ON THE CUSP OF FIFTH HOUSE**

You are naturally drawn to a great variety of people, and enjoy their associations. Your social sphere is always full of friends, and there is a strong tendency to form attachments. These associations could develop into marriage, partnerships, agreements, or any liaison that requires a commitment. Your popularity always makes you a hit at parties or small get-togethers, and there is great attraction for your favors and friendship. You tend to be artistically inclined, and have a good sense of color and arrangement; everything from flowers to interior design are within your range of talents. Your inner desire for children should give a normal family size, and they will be a blessing. You occasionally speculate because of your good luck, but investment in luxury items such as furs and jewels would be beneficial, also the entertainment field could be lucrative.

**SCORPIO ON CUSP OF FIFTH HOUSE**

You enjoy your social life and relationships immensely, and take them very seriously. There is a tendency to fall in love with those you are attracted to physically, and your emotional nature is easily stirred to action. The desire for a family and children can take a powerful turn
toward seeking the right mate, and marriage will benefit your life with a good partner and an abundance of offspring. The tendency to be possessive of a lover or spouse could create tension in a serious relationship. The intensity of emotion and feeling is a good quality of those drawn to participate in theater or acting activities; your flair for melodrama could be developed to good use in theatrical or film productions. You could be moderately successful investing in these areas too, and in other things such as vineyards, chemicals, or pharmaceutical companies.

SAGITTARIUS ON CUSP OF FIFTH HOUSE

Your happy-go-luck attitude makes you popular with friends and family, and you enjoy the spotlight at parties and social occasions. There is a tendency to be over-confident where love is concerned, but your generosity and good-nature make up for any lack of sincerity or commitment. You favor getting to know a variety of lovers or companions from many backgrounds or long distances, and enjoy sporting events and competitions. The indication is for a moderate size family with healthy children of a robust nature, and you would be a good companion for them. You have a tendency to speculate, and may be drawn to buy lottery tickets or invest in a good race horse. Your natural inclination to be lucky often pays off, and you could become quite successful if you don't splurge or take too many risks.

CAPRICORN ON CUSP OF FIFTH HOUSE

You are a faithful and true friend to those in your social circle. Your dependability and practical outlook insure stable relationships with lovers and companions, and romantic attachments have a tendency to develop and endure with time and patience. You tend to hold your emotions in check, which often appears to others as coldness or unresponsiveness. Once people get to know you better, they find a person of great depth and feeling. Your desire for children is strong, and their accomplishments bring a source of pride as they tend to be successful in later life. The stable nature of inter-family relationships indicates a larger than ordinary family size. Although you may not have outstanding artistic talents, your appreciation and support of the arts is sought by many working in that area. You could be successful investing in real-estate, mines, or government stocks.

AQUARIUS ON CUSP OF FIFTH HOUSE

You have many friends and acquaintances in your social sphere, and many will have scientific backgrounds or be associated with progressive movements. While your individuality remains a distinct characteristic, and you have no problem entertaining yourself, companionship still provides a source of comfort and happiness. Your idealistic but unconventional outlook toward love and romance often brings attractions to unusual yet interesting people. You are seldom concerned about what society says is proper, and your own values take precedence. There is likely to be a preference for a small to moderate size family, although planning for such things is not one of your strong points. Your love of children is genuine and you tend to treat them as equals. You have a flair for artistic activities, and music is highly favored. The piano could be an instrument of choice.
PISCES ON CUSP OF FIFTH HOUSE

You tend to be a romantic at heart, and falling in love is often a little too easy. Your emotions run very deep and can get away from your better sense. You enjoy intimate associations rather than group activities, and are popular with sensitive and aware individuals. Trust in your intuition as it reaches to great depths; others cannot easily fool you, especially where matters of the heart are concerned. The indication is for a large family with many children, of course other things have to be considered. You could be associated with the theater in a more than casual way. Acting or performing certain roles on stage would come naturally to you, and talent as a dancer could be developed. Movies and television would be good areas for your abilities to be recognized whether acting or writing screen plays. Investment in the performing arts, or stage and screen would bring benefit with care and planning.

ARIES ON CUSP OF SIXTH HOUSE

You are naturally enthusiastic and possess a strong and healthy body. If you try to accomplish more than you are physically able to do, your restless energy can bring fatigue and sore muscles. Your life force is strong, although there is an inclination for feverish ailments or injury to the head and face. You are a dynamic force in the work-place, and often impetuous and eager to get things done. Your mechanical abilities make you a good fixer-upper, and you are capable of performing highly skilled jobs either as an engineer or administrator. There is a tendency to seek jobs that present a challenge, or with an element of danger such as fire fighting. You would make a good rocket scientist or astronaut. Be cautious of on-the-job situations that might bring accidents.

TAURUS ON CUSP OF SIXTH HOUSE

You possess a strong constitution, and can endure physical demands of a rigorous nature when the necessity arises. Although your resistance is usually high, there is an inclination at times to over-indulge because of a hearty appetite and a desire for rich foods. You are not prone to illness, but there is a tendency to have an occasional sore throat or swollen tonsils. It is a good idea to wear a scarf or muffler to protect the neck during cold weather. You are popular with your co-workers, and enjoy a feeling of productivity and accomplishment. Comfortable surroundings make for a better attitude and outlook in performing your duties, although working long and hard is not unusual for you. You may find your social life overlapping with your occupation, and this could bring benefit in both areas.

GEMINI ON CUSP OF SIXTH HOUSE

You tend to be in a whirl of activity most of the time, and this often leads to a state of exhaustion if you don’t take time to rest. Your over-all health and well-being is generally good, but you should avoid stressful situations as this can affect the nerves and mental state. Although you are not prone to accidents, or inclined to take risks, injuries could result to upper limbs especially the hands. The work-place tends to be a hub of activity, and you are likely to appreciate the mental and intellectual aspects of your duties rather than the physical demands. You would do well in a position involving travel of some regularity either of short
duration--or occasionally longer trips. Whatever you do, boredom and dull routines may have you changing jobs or looking for more challenging work; mental stimulation and differing conditions suit you best. Avoid dusty environments and areas where chemical fumes would affect the health of your lungs.

CANCER ON CUSP OF SIXTH HOUSE

Your sensitive and strong emotional nature bring you into contact with others that need love, understanding, and friendship. It is important that these associations do not drain you of your inner strength and energy. You can become overly concerned about the needs of others that, in the end, often affect your own health. Your over-all well-being is very dependent upon conditions in and around the home; comfort and a sense of security promote peace and contentment. You are susceptible to any discord around you, and this can bring problems with your stomach or bowels, and incline to gastric or intestinal trouble. Domestic issues should never intrude into the work-place, as this will result in loss of productivity. Working with people, such as social work, would be good, as your sensitivity is very keen, although when the day ends, you need to leave your work at the office.

LEO ON CUSP OF SIXTH HOUSE

Your robust and healthy nature keeps you physically active and in top form for that overall feeling of well-being. You tend to enjoy activities that are good for your health, such as exploring the great-outdoors, or being active at the local spa. When you do fall under the weather, it is likely to be of a feverish nature, or because you have exceeded your physical limits. Due to your tendency to enjoy being a leader, you find that competition is a great way to relieve stress and tension. People find you reliable and competent in the work environment, although working for yourself or having your own business would be beneficial and productive. Be aware that you like to be the boss, and this might bring some conflict among your co-workers. If you are the boss, it is important to avoid being over-bearing, or expecting too much from those working for you.

VIRGO ON CUSP OF SIXTH HOUSE

You tend to be active and generally healthy most of the time. Foods that lack nutrition, or fatty foods, incline you to intestinal complaints more often than you like. Your quick wit is one of your best qualities, but mental strain, or headaches can occur when you lack adequate rest. Your fastidious nature, and desire for cleanliness are the best defense against bugs and germs that knock others out with bouts of illness. The desire for tidiness also makes itself known at the work-place; you work best within a structured setting where clear-cut goals and reasonable expectations are defined in a systematic way. You enjoy working in an environment that emphasizes your mental rather than your physical talents, and you enjoy a personal challenge from time to time. You make a good partner in business with your concern for details.
LIBRA ON CUSP OF SIXTH HOUSE

Your sunny and happy disposition rarely finds you suffering any major health problems. When you do come "under the weather" your recuperative powers are strong, and you're back on your feet in no time. You tend to become emotional at times, and this can have an effect on the physical body. Sleep is a good tonic for this type of malady, and napping can improve your spirits dramatically. Try to avoid any kind of discord, whether around you or even at a distance, as this will have an effect on your emotions, and this is not good for you. Your on-the-job attitude is generally upbeat and happy, and you have many friends that like your easy going manner. You would do well in a partnership whether in business or any other enterprise. You have a unique ability to share and take responsibility at the same time. Your partner will appreciate your efforts and abilities.

SCORPIO ON CUSP OF SIXTH HOUSE

Your strength and endurance keep you healthy and in good shape most of the time. You have an inner fortitude that can stave off the affects of pain, or any condition that would be detrimental to your well-being. There is a tendency to be excessive, or over-do a good thing as with food or drink. It is best to lean toward the conservative side of self-satisfaction when the temptation arises. Since you usually enjoy close contact with friends and lovers, you should avoid areas of known contagious infections, and stay away from those with obvious symptoms of illness. You can be a very dedicated worker, and strive to do the best job possible. Long, hard hours best suits you as a self-employed person, and you expect your employees or partners to give the same. You admire those that go the 'extra mile' or are considered the Great Accomplishers.

SAGITTARIUS ON CUSP OF SIXTH HOUSE

You can accomplish much, and work with great energy and vitality, although over-doing or tiring should be avoided when possible. Health is usually not an issue, and you can be lucky in avoiding what is "going around" when everyone else is "coming down with it." When you do get sick, your patience is strained, and you don't like coping with the frustration of a slow recovery. There is a tendency to injure yourself playing contact sports, or engaging in equestrian activities such as jumping or racing. Your better judgement will keep you aware of potential dangers. Fortunate circumstances often center around the work place. When self-employed, the best routine is to stay busy and get things done. Working for someone else is no problem as long as the demands on your ability and capacity to produce is not exceeded.

CAPRICORN ON CUSP OF SIXTH HOUSE

There is a tendency to be weak in health during the early years, but strength and vitality will take grip as you pass into later life. You are not likely to let your overall well being slip into carelessness or neglect. Taking a responsible approach to staying well is easy for you, and the natural course of treatment, such as herbs and exercise, is preferred over pills, drugs and fad cures. Your resistance will increase over the years, but you are still apt to come down with an occasional cold and chills. Hard work is nothing new to you, and you can put in long
hours with little complaint. A highly organized and structured setting is greatly appreciated, as everyone knows their duties and obligations in accomplishing set goals. Self-employment is a highly sought position in life, as you like being in control. You would do well in all areas that have to do with the earth; such as real estate or land development.

**AQUARIUS ON CUSP OF SIXTH HOUSE**

The general tendency in the area of health is likely to be a robust and physically strong constitution. You may be subject more to accidents than sickness or disease; care should be taken around electrical devices, or conduits that might cause shock. The legs and ankles should be protected from any injury when engaged in sporting events. Nerves are often affected by worry, which can then bring stomach problems; stay calm and cool in unexpected situations. It is best to work in an area that is of high interest, or where personal achievement is a dominant factor. You are not likely to stay in any job that becomes routine or dull; a congenial atmosphere is important to you. Doing work with highly technical inventions or systems, such as computers, would be an area where success is very likely. Your employment history has a tendency to be erratic or unpredictable, especially if satisfying work is not found.

**PISCES ON CUSP OF SIXTH HOUSE**

Care should be taken in regards to the health; avoid overwork, or any activity that is exhaustive. It is best to take preventive measures when an infectious illness is sweeping through the population at large. You may be susceptible to the ill effects of alcohol and/or drugs when taken in excess; moderation is really the key to a healthy and happy life. Maintaining a clean environment, and seeing that foods are not contaminated is important in avoiding conditions that would affect the health. General check-ups on a regular basis will insure that nothing can become a threat to your well-being. In the area of work, it is better to avoid gossip or complaining, especially about surrounding conditions, as the wrong impression is often created. You would do well in many diverse areas of employment, from chemical companies to the theater, or from cosmetology to the fishing industry.

**ARIES ON CUSP OF SEVENTH HOUSE**

Strong attractions and emotional impulses have a great deal to do with how you form attachments. You are naturally drawn to find a life long partner to share those cherished moments with. Shyness is not your strong point when it comes to the fulfillment of your hopes and desires, and going after what you really want is the natural thing to do. You are apt to seek an active and energetic mate, but there may be a tendency to dominate the relationship, which could cause some friction. The question of taking a partner needs careful consideration because of the possibly dynamic nature of the relationship. The more rigid and tightly bound an agreement might be, the more likely that problems could develop over the long haul.
TAURUS ON CUSP OF SEVENTH HOUSE

You tend to take your relationships seriously, and prefer longer relationships over shorter ones. Although you have a strong desire for marriage, it is not something to be entered into lightly. Love and affection will tend to be important factors in your relationships. The indication is for an enduring marriage, and any breakup would be of a very serious nature, although financial problems could react on the happiness of both partners. In regard to general partnerships, the indication is for favorable associations. Mutual benefit can accrue by joining with others of like mind and temperament. The marriage partner would make an ideal business partner as well.

GEMINI ON CUSP OF SEVENTH HOUSE

The indication is for happiness with someone of an intellectual nature, such as in publishing, teaching, and communications. Because of your changeable nature, the possibility of more than one marriage is increased. You would be wise to take more time than usual to make the final decision about a future spouse. The craving for variety is apt to have you making quick conclusions regarding marriage and partnerships, and this could produce restlessness on both sides of the relationship. Although occasional separations are possible because of travel, lines of communication will be maintained on a regular basis. A marriage and business partnership may put a strain on both, so careful consideration is important.

CANCER ON CUSP OF SEVENTH HOUSE

A desire for the comforts of home and family life will incline you to anticipate marriage with a sense of fulfillment and happy expectation. You are apt to seek a partner that has these same qualities regarding home and family, as success in this area is dependent on being with a person with the same hopes and wishes. Domestic responsibilities will undoubtedly be shared as will the consideration of family planning. Your emotional bond to home and marriage can be very powerful, and any problems that arise are apt to take a toll on your personal feelings and attitudes. Partnerships in general can be successful with mutual consideration on both sides. A family oriented business could be a successful endeavor.

LEO ON CUSP OF SEVENTH HOUSE

You may begin looking to the idea of marriage at an early age in life, although serious thought on the matter will give caution to any sudden decision. Social standing and community reputation could influence your choice of a mate. You place some importance on marriage to someone within your own ethnic, cultural, and financial circumstances. Although the marital state is subject to the same up and down conditions as many other relationships, you tend to be proud of and loyal to your spouse. This is not to say that you can be treated unfairly or unkindly. As to partnerships in general, it would be prudent to use caution in taking on a partner; ambitious and overly zealous co-partners could create more problems than you would want to deal with.
VIRGO ON CUSP OF SEVENTH HOUSE

Since you tend to be a discriminating individual in your relationships with other people, the same is true when it comes to the selection of a spouse. You take your commitments seriously, and work hard to make marriage a success. Avoid the tendency to nit-pick, or criticize your partner as this will create some tension in the marriage. There is a natural attraction to those you find intellectually stimulating, yet able to provide the necessary comforts of home. Business associations and partnerships will be beneficial as long as everyone tends to their respective interests and areas of expertise. You are apt to find that you can do it all, and in your own way, rather than depending on someone else to do their share.

LIBRA ON CUSP OF SEVENTH HOUSE

You are naturally inclined to form bonds or partnerships, particularly when romantic interests are involved. Your appreciation for beauty and refinement will attract you to those of like temperament and aesthetic taste. The desire for perfection in a mate may lead to unfulfilled expectations that could bring marriage not able to stand the test of time. Nonetheless, you are apt to find happiness and contentment within the marriage state, since the union of opposites leads to the cycle of completeness. Favorable relationships can be formed with business partners, as they will be amiable and agreeable with decisions made in the interests of the enterprise.

SCORPIO ON CUSP OF SEVENTH HOUSE

You tend to form strong emotional bonds with those involved in relationships with you. The need for sexual expression and companionship will impel you toward the marital state, although many other factors should be considered before any final decision is made. There is a tendency for your mate or spouse to be inclined toward jealousy or possessiveness if you're not careful about how you control your feelings and actions around others. As for partnerships in general, a business partner involving the spouse could be very successful since hard work by both would accomplish much. A partnership with someone of the opposite sex could involve emotions crossing the line and complicating the business arrangement.

SAGITTARIUS ON CUSP OF SEVENTH HOUSE

The indication is for a long and fortunate marriage to someone that is prosperous and respected. The problem is that there could be other marriages that are not successful due to the tendency to make hasty decisions. Marriage is possible to someone with a love for the outdoors, or an interest in sporting activities. There is a good likelihood of meeting the right person through travel, or in foreign lands. Relationships that are not nurtured or continually worked on have a possibility of drifting and eventually falling apart. General partnerships could bring a degree of success, and productive contacts maintained throughout the land as well as overseas. A marriage partner that is also a business partner is not usually considered favorable.
CAPRICORN ON CUSP OF SEVENTH HOUSE

This position indicates that marriage will be approached with caution and prudence. You are apt to react less emotionally to the idea of a life long arrangement than to a reasoned and careful approach. In many cases there could be some delay or postponement before the actual event comes about, and it is possible for marriage to take place later in life, or to someone older. Considerable benefit can come through the marriage partner by opening channels into social situations, vocational possibilities, and business planning. General partnerships should prove valuable with hard working and practical people carrying much of the burden of everyday tasks.

AQUARIUS ON CUSP OF SEVENTH HOUSE

Marriage can occur suddenly and unexpectedly. You may have a tendency to want to skip the formal ceremony, and head for the nearest Justice of the Peace. This is one area of life that you have little interest in conformity, or following the path that society expects you to take. You may prefer to live-in with someone prior to marriage, and there is an attraction to someone slightly eccentric or unusual. By the same token, divorce is always within the realm of possibility if things don't work out. You tend to prize your freedom and individuality, and this could interfere with a happy union if your spouse is very possessive. Other kinds of partnerships can be constructive and beneficial in most cases.

PISCES ON THE CUSP OF SEVENTH HOUSE

You have an idealized conception of what marriage should be, and this could have serious implications when the reality of the actual situation sets in. The emotional side of your nature is apt to dictate over better sense when deciding on a life long partner. Because you can be easily hurt, happiness will be with a mate that is sensitive, caring, and sentimental. Honesty is important in your relationships, and you should avoid anyone that would deceive or otherwise lead you to believe what is not true. Consider carefully before entering into any business partnership; potential partners may seem very charming and beguiling at first, but they may lack the drive and determination to get the job done.

ARIES ON CUSP OF EIGHTH HOUSE

The indications are for a quick passage possibly from accident or a fast acting illness. While it is not possible to know the exact manner of death, the possibilities denoted from the sign suggest cerebral fevers or trauma, and in the handling or operating of machinery. Avoid taking risks that could involve travel or auto related accidents. The gain from a will or legacy may not be what would be expected or desired, the actual amount being less than anticipated. There could arise some form of contention leading to disputes over an inheritance. In other matters, the partners money is often considered from this position, and could entail a bit of reckless behavior that might jeopardize the business relationship.
TAURUS ON CUSP OF EIGHTH HOUSE

There could be fortunate conditions that fall to you in circumstances surrounding the death of someone you might have known very well, or even hardly at all. You may be recognized in their will as receiving cash or something easily converted to cash. Although there might be some amount of litigation involved in the settling of an inheritance, you will most likely benefit from this action. Your own passage is apt to be peaceful and easy with friends and loved ones coming from all over. As far as the manner of death is concerned, the indications point towards a problem with the heart, or some form of throat affliction. In other less significant areas, the partners money is often associated with this house, and in this matter you should have little worry, as you will benefit also.

GEMINI ON CUSP OF EIGHTH HOUSE

There is a good possibility that travel in one form or another may be involved while attending or participating in arrangements or services for recently departed relatives or business associates. Wills or inheritances could be tied up in contention or legal difficulties involving extensive paperwork, or lack of it. Whether you benefit from an inheritance may depend to what extent you kept in contact with the departed while in life, as changing conditions often bring a changed outcome. The manner of your own death could be the result of complications resulting in respiratory failure or injury to the chest or lungs. In other matters related to this house, the partners money is often a concern, and its handling should be accounted for in all cases.

CANCER ON CUSP OF EIGHTH HOUSE

There is likelihood of gain through personal items, or property of someone that was most probably a close family member. There is a tendency to become extremely emotional or inconsolable over the demise of someone that you have had a strong bond with for many years. The execution of a will and disbursement of possessions is likely to be held closely within the confines of the immediate family, with more distant relatives less involved. Your own passing is apt to be peaceful, and within the comfort and security of the home. Although attempting to ascertain the exact manner of death is problematic at best, the indications seem to indicate stomach problems or ulcerous conditions. In the case of women, the breasts and womb, and due to the nature of the sign death by drowning. The partners's attitude toward money will undoubtedly be influenced by the family.

LEO ON CUSP OF EIGHTH HOUSE

Legacies or inheritances could come from close family members, or far away relatives. Benefit could also come from long time friends or business associates, and in some cases, from friends you may have helped in the past. Your own conditions at the end of life indicate that health and vitality will dominate until the moment of passage arrives. The heart is associated with this sign, and therefore proper exercise and diet could determine the well being of this vital organ. The spine and arteries are also vulnerable, and disease or injury could prove fatal. Associated with this house, although of less significance, is the state of the
marriage or business partner's money. There is likelihood of a generous attitude toward family, friends, and with those associated with the career or profession.

**VIRGO ON CUSP OF EIGHTH HOUSE**

The outcome of a will or inheritance may not leave as much as was originally indicated. There may be expenses involved, such as travel and transportation costs, or unexpected litigation. The death of a partner or business associate could bring a restructuring of the labor or management hierarchies. Your hold on life is very strong, and death will undoubtedly come calmly and peacefully. Although it is not feasible to say what manner of death will end the life, the indication by sign suggests problems with the intestines, spleen, and nervous system. There are increased probabilities of contracting disease or injury connected with the work place, or at an industrial site. Of less significance, yet connected with this house is the condition of the partner's money. You can expect accounts to be kept in an appropriate fashion; avoid being overly critical.

**LIBRA ON CUSP OF EIGHTH HOUSE**

You can expect property and assets to fall into your hands upon the passing of a partner or spouse. There is a good likelihood of fortunate conditions coming to you through the settling of a will, even though circumstances may be of the saddest kind. You can count on friends and family coming together to ease any discomfort caused by the passing. As to your own transition, the indication is for a peaceful end to a full life. It is not an easy matter to say how death will come, but the nature of the sign points to problems with the elimination system, such as kidneys; the lower back, renal glands, and the arteries to an extent. The partner's money is associated with this house, and the balance between business and pleasure ought to bring a level of satisfaction.

**SCORPIO ON CUSP OF EIGHTH HOUSE**

There is an affinity of this sign to the house it is configured with. This brings you into many of the conditions that influence the outcome of the goods and properties of those that have passed from the earth plane. You could benefit directly from being in line to receive the assets of relatives, or even close personal friends. In regards to your own demise, the indication is for a quick or sudden passing, although not necessarily violent. It is not easy to determine the exact cause of death, although the nature of the sign gives some hints. Accidents rank high, especially those associated with natural catastrophes; there is a slight risk while under anesthetic during surgical operations, and the heart needs to be considered when it comes to staying healthy and in shape. In regards to the partner's money, some restraining influence may be necessary when it comes to large outlays of capital.

**SAGITTARIUS ON CUSP OF EIGHTH HOUSE**

You may find yourself involved in quite a bit of travel, maybe even to foreign lands, in paying respects or making arrangements for the last rites of close family, relatives, or business associates. Although you could benefit from direct inheritance, there is also a likelihood of
goods or property coming to you indirectly, such as in the case of someone with no next of kin. Death could occur by accident, particularly in dangerous sporting activities, such as in handling or riding horses, or by fever from a sudden illness caused by growths and tumors. There is a good indication from this sign that the ultimate end will be swift and easy, and with little suffering. In the matter of your marriage or business partner's handling of money, fortunate circumstances can usually be expected, even though some risks will occasionally be taken.

**CAPRICORN ON CUSP OF EIGHTH HOUSE**

There may be delays in the execution of a will, or hindrance in the final disbursing of an inheritance. You should receive what is rightfully yours, even though it may come later in life, or not prove as beneficial as expected. Land or real estate, and stocks and bonds are assets likely passed on to you as a rightful heir. Under certain circumstances the possibility exists that a debt might be inherited rather than someone’s assets. Attempts to ascertain the exact manner of death is usually not too fruitful an undertaking, although certain characteristics do prevail. Bone disease or problems with the joints, particularly the knees, may be significant. Lethargy or lack of vitality might sap the strength needed to maintain resistance against viral attacks or disease, notably in old age. In general the sign indicates longevity, and a strong grip on life to the very end.

**AQUARIUS ON CUSP OF EIGHTH HOUSE**

You may experience rather eccentric or erratic conditions when the time comes to adjudicate the outcome of a will, or dispose of the goods the individual accumulated during life. Complications or old debts could surface resulting in the loss of anticipated benefits for yourself. It would be wise to close loopholes, otherwise problems could arise at the most difficult time. Your own transition to the higher planes is apt to be quick, and the element of an unexpected nature is usually present. The exact manner of death is not easily ascertained from just the nature of the sign itself, although certain characteristics stand out. Accidents rank high, and problems with the heart and blood also stand out. In respect to how you can expect a partner to handle money, there is strong likelihood that benefits will accrue through wise investment.

**PISCES ON CUSP OF EIGHTH HOUSE**

It would be wise to carefully examine legal documents, and the wills of close family members for inconsistencies and hidden clauses that might change the status of beneficiaries. There could be behind the scenes activity unknown to the main participants in the settling of a will, or the disbursing of goods and assets. In most cases you stand to gain through the estate of relatives and close friends. Your own demise will most likely be calm and peaceful. Many factors influence the manner of death, and from this perspective only hints come from the nature of the sign. The source of disease may be from an unknown source, or one that defies diagnosis; prescriptions for drugs should be clearly labeled as there is the possibility of confusion or mix-ups in medicine. In the matter of the partner's money, fluctuations can occur that need to be watched, although much benefit can be expected.
ARIES ON CUSP OF NINTH HOUSE

You have an adventurous spirit, and enjoy seeking out the exotic and strange, especially in foreign lands and different cultures. The desire for travel is strong, and you need little encouragement to take off, and distance is usually no problem. Although you take an active approach to looking at other points of view, you tend to vigorously defend your own philosophical concepts, and enjoy an occasional dialogue with others that disagree with you. Much is the same with your religious views and attitudes; there is little likelihood you are apt to be converted to anything you have not previously embraced wholeheartedly. On the other hand, you can be a crusader for your cherished beliefs.

TAURUS ON CUSP OF NINTH HOUSE

Although you like staying near the home fires, once prodded away, you enjoy travel and the experience of other lands and cultures. There is a good likelihood of benefit through travel either in business, or pleasure. You take comfort in your ideals, and hold to your philosophical beliefs; although you prefer to remain open and receptive, there is a point when you're ready to end the dialogue rather than argue over differences of opinion. There is a tendency to become involved with church activities on a social level, or enjoy friends within the local community. Your easy going manner pleases those that share in your lofty ideas.

GEMINI ON CUSP OF NINTH HOUSE

Always on the go, you prefer to be on the road rather than hanging around the same old place. You have a strong intellectual curiosity about foreign cultures, and look forward to visiting those faraway lands whenever the opportunity comes up. Air travel is the most likely form of transportation, with rail getting you around more scenic countryside. Your mental interests lean toward lofty subjects such as religion and philosophy, although you find it difficult to take a stand on any one point of view. You tend to be a brilliant conversationalist when engaged in intellectual discussions about life and its ramifications, and your amiable and agreeable nature make you popular among more academic types.

CANCER ON CUSP OF NINTH HOUSE

There is a very good probability of long distance travel coming along in life, and an inclination to visit ancestral lands, or look up lost relatives that remained in the home country. While everyone is usually in a rush to get where they want to go, you would prefer travel by ship, especially a cruise ship, on an ocean voyage, or even inland waterways such as rivers and lakes. You tend to find comfort in your religious convictions, and usually stay with the ideals you were raised with. There is an appeal to the solemnity and peace brought by following through with the observances of your particular church. Your emotional depth along with keen psychic senses have a way of elevating you to higher realms of aesthetic and beatific awareness.
LEO ON CUSP OF NINTH HOUSE

The indication is favorable for long journeys, and much benefit can come about through business and other arrangements when the effort is undertaken to reach others at a distance, or in foreign lands. The form of preferred travel include air, sea, and highway, although rail travel is not excluded. You have a genuine interest in learning and understanding strange cultures or people, and your ability to establish a rapport with them is a distinct and valuable quality. You tend to be a staunch supporter of your ideals, and would never compromise your beliefs, or lower your standards. You are not inclined to change the religion you were brought up in, and observance of church functions is generally acceptable practice for your family as well as yourself.

VIRGO ON CUSP OF NINTH HOUSE

You often get the wanderlust urge, and it would be to your benefit to take advantage of any opportunity to travel. Whether for business or pleasure, a long journey to a foreign land would be ideal for broadening your horizons, and making contact with individuals that might have important ramifications for your future. Since you tend to have a strong inclination for intellectual pursuits, your interest in subjects such as metaphysics or religious concepts should find a nice outlet through reading, or discussing with colleagues and friends. You prefer a wide range of viewpoints, and find it easy to switch from one position to another. Your down-to-earth religious beliefs tend to be away from ritual and ceremony, and more toward what is basic and uncomplicated.

LIBRA ON CUSP OF NINTH HOUSE

There may be few opportunities for long distance travel or visits to foreign countries. For one thing, you would want a companion, and in many cases the companion would be the spouse; this is ok, but often the spouse is the one that determines whether there is any traveling or not. On the other hand, the indication is that you have no burning desire to travel the world anyway, not that you wouldn't if conditions were right. You tend to have a philosophical outlook on life, and you have the knack for adjusting to many changing conditions with little disturbance toward your well balanced nature. Your religious inclinations tend to be with the religion you were raised with, although change is possible, especially if there is a marriage to someone with a different background.

SCORPIO ON CUSP OF NINTH HOUSE

You may find yourself traveling out of necessity, or to fulfill some mission that is required on your part. Travel may be necessary to attend last rites, or hear the reading of a will. Although air travel is popular for expediency, you would prefer to travel in comfort by ocean liner when possible. A vacation by cruise ship would be ideal. There are times you become deeply reflective about the condition of life, and what it is all about. You tend to be curious about other points of view, and may seek greater knowledge through books, or discussion groups. Your religious convictions are a fairly serious matter ingrained from childhood, and you will probably never encounter a need to change them.
SAGITTARIUS ON CUSP OF NINTH HOUSE

There is strong indication that long distance travel, and journeys to foreign lands would lead to meaningful events or activities. You could benefit through business associations, or establishing personal contacts, especially with people in important positions or in high places. This includes possibly living abroad, or in a foreign land in the capacity of a representative, such as for a company or even the government. You tend to be very tolerant of other points of view, and feel a need to understand what other peoples and cultures are like in respect to your own. If you are actively involved in church work, then you could be drawn to travel in a leadership capacity, or in fulfilling some form of missionary work.

CAPRICORN ON CUSP OF NINTH HOUSE

The emphasis on long distance travel is in carrying out the affairs of a business, or in meeting the obligations imposed by a business or in other related matters. The same can be said for affairs conducted in foreign lands, or with foreign governments, especially where publicity or prestige are involved. Long journeys taken for personal reasons, such as a vacation, are apt to be met with some delay, or scheduling problems. It is important that arrangements be made to secure personal comfort prior to departure. All forms of travel can be utilized; air, sea, rail, and road, although the most satisfying will be by that which carries one over the land. Religious matters may not take on great importance, and in some cases skepticism may predominate. Where religion is a major factor, then it is apt to be with the orthodox belief systems.

AQUARIUS ON CUSP OF NINTH HOUSE

There is a good possibility of journeys to foreign lands that may come about in an unusual or unexpected manner. Your own personal hopes and wishes may be significant in where and how a long trip is planned and taken. You are sure to make lasting friendships with many people you come into contact with in other countries. The predominant type of travel will most likely be by air, although you could enjoy a long sea cruise with no problem. Your philosophical views often tend toward the avant-garde, although your altruism is a fine trait that usually centers around personal liberties, and justice for all. You are not usually bound by any particular religious affiliation, and in extreme situations can be enticed into joining the radical fringe.

PISCES ON CUSP OF NINTH HOUSE

This position is indicative of long journeys, and visits to foreign lands. The best form of transportation would be by ocean liner as there is an affinity for the open seas. The travel itinerary should be well planned as there is the possibility for unknown conditions to enter and require a change of schedule, or other unforeseen circumstances that have to be dealt with. You tend to have deeply felt convictions about your religious ideology, and may make some sacrifice when asked to do so. There is a tendency to be drawn to the mystical side of
religion, or become involved with ceremonies or rituals. Your psychic senses are very acute, and reach a depth that often brings about a religious conversion, or a religious experience.

ARIES ON CUSP OF TENTH HOUSE

You are likely to take a keen and active interest in your occupation or profession. There is a natural tendency to strive to become an administrator, or work in a position of authority. Although many occupations are usually associated with men, there is an attraction to such areas as police work, or military service. Other areas that you have an inclination for is in the medical and dental fields; especially where surgery or invasive procedures are common. Building and design work, especially architectural, would be especially lucrative in a world that is becoming increasingly made of concrete and steel. You possess the initiative and drive to get the job done, and others look to your leadership for incentive and motivation.

TAURUS ON CUSP OF TENTH HOUSE

This area of your horoscope is favorable for financial dealings as relates to your occupation or profession. Accounting, stocks-bonds, and banking would all indicate a successful career if you should decide to pursue these interests. You also have a flair for art and creativity, and could make a living working in fields that allow for your natural talent. Everything from music to landscaping would bring benefit in the form of increased income, or added reputation. You are not inclined to move from one thing to another, or change professions once you have established yourself in your field. Whether working for yourself or a big outfit, there is a certain amount of contentment, and satisfaction being involved in a successful endeavor or enterprise.

GEMINI ON CUSP OF TENTH HOUSE

There is a natural inclination to be drawn to a business or occupation that involves speaking or writing, or in fields that have to do with publishing or the communication industry. Travel could also play a prominent role in conducting business affairs, or setting up business sites around local counties or the state. You may have a tendency to become involved in several occupational interests at once, and in areas with changeable conditions as part of their normal operations. Sales positions might appeal to you since you can be persuasive with the use of your speaking skills. Some benefit may come through sharing mutual responsibilities with partners, and particularly with family members, although you would be happy working for someone else, or in a large company.

CANCER ON CUSP OF TENTH HOUSE

There are many possibilities for success in any number of professions. You may have a preference for working in the home, such as setting up a home office, or doing computer work for a company without having to go to a place of employment. You would meet with success working with people, or in a public capacity, such as in public relations. You could do well in the catering trades, or in domestic service, or owning a lodging business. Although the transition from city life to the rural environment is not a common occurrence with most people
or families, there is a natural inclination to work with plants as a profession, and this would be conducive to farming or agricultural interests. It might be better for independent involvement rather than taking on partners in a business situation.

LEO ON CUSP OF TENTH HOUSE

Your capacity for hard work, and a desire to achieve something in life indicates success in a chosen field or profession. There is a likelihood of attaining to important positions, or positions of reputation and honor. You tend to be proud of your efforts, and are seldom put off from your anticipated goals. You would do well in the educational field, and other related areas of instruction or teaching, especially in higher education, or tutoring. Your talents tend to the theater as an actor; the area of drama is indicated, and this could extend from the stage to television. A profession within the world of finance is possible, maybe in banking, investments, or the stock market. You could handle your own business quite well on your own, although partnerships would work too.

VIRGO ON CUSP OF TENTH HOUSE

You may be drawn to seek a profession in the communications industry; newspaper work or publishing would be good, and the electronics industry also, particularly in fields dealing with telephones or radios. You are a natural administrator, and would be comfortable in an office situation. Clerical activities, and the handling of business affairs might appeal to your sense of getting the job done in a timely and orderly manner. You could end up in a profession where travel plays a big part, or in the transportation field. From the automobile industry to aviation or railroading, and all related areas, these would be beneficially productive for you whether as ticket seller or chief executive. Avoid entanglements in partnerships as you would probably be better off without them.

LIBRA ON CUSP OF TENTH HOUSE

Your natural creativity may lead you to establishing a position in occupational fields dealing with aesthetic matters. The gem industry would fall into this area; from cutting and polishing of precious stones to their placement in expensive jewelry, your sense of design would bring satisfaction and success. Interior design and decorating, whether homes or offices, would also be beneficial. You may have talent for music; this could lead to a career in a band or orchestra. Writing music is also indicated. There is an attraction to industries that develop and produce beauty products, such as cosmetics, perfumes, combs, brushes, etc. Other artistic areas range from painting and drawing to flower arranging. In most cases, taking on a partner would be beneficial for your own business.

SCORPIO ON CUSP OF TENTH HOUSE

One of the more likely places to be involved in any occupation or profession would be near or on the water. Even underwater operations such as marine salvage would be appropriate for this vibration. Another example might be owning or operating a seafood restaurant on fisherman's wharf. You could find your niche in the medical field, especially in a laboratory
analyzing specimens, or in doing research on various illnesses. Once you make up your mind about a life work or career, there should be little reason to expect that to change, and you can be very determined to achieve the objectives you set for yourself. You could be drawn to the soft-drink or brewing industry. Other industries include chemical, fertilizer, pesticides, and sprays. A partnership could get in the way of the operation in your own business.

**SAGITTARIUS ON CUSP OF TENTH HOUSE**

You could be drawn to a career in government service, particularly in holding a diplomatic or consular position. Similar positions in private industry would appeal to you, such as being a representative of a large corporation in a foreign land. Other areas of interest might include working in financial markets, such as lending institutions, stock markets, banks, accounting houses, and insurance companies. There are possibilities for success in the shipping industry, especially where overseas trade is concerned. A certain amount of achievement is indicated in the publishing business if the effort is taken to enter this area. All in all, you have a favorable influence working for you in so far as choosing and pursuing a particular occupation or profession.

**CAPRICORN ON CUSP OF TENTH HOUSE**

This position is very good for starting and building a business that would ultimately be a success, but it will require hard work and patience. You have a knack for organization, and a flair for administration that will advance you through the ranks to executive positions. Advancement is likely in the manufacturing industry, especially in the making of everyday commodities that are useful and often needed. You could fill many positions in the mining industry, whether in the office or working in the earth. There is a likelihood of earning top dollar for sales of land and real estate; your persistence is apt to pay off, and put you in a position to establish your own company. Partnerships could be entered into if done with caution, although you are quite capable of running a business of any size.

**AQUARIUS ON CUSP OF TENTH HOUSE**

You tend to be a visionary at times, and this leads you to seek occupations or professions that are at the cutting edge of technology, or breaking new ground for doing old things in new ways. Your interests encompass a wide range of potential career choices that would include aero-space, computer technology, electronics, and many areas that would challenge your intellectual capabilities. Ironically, this would also include the arcane sciences such as astrology, and various psychic fields that would utilize your innate and powerful intuition. You might find satisfying experiences in the writing field, or with architectural drawing, or operating a new age book store. Whatever you finally end up doing with a career choice, it will undoubtedly tend toward the slightly eccentric and unpredictable.
PISCES ON CUSP OF TENTH HOUSE

You have a natural inclination to be near the sea; this may lead you to seek a career in such fields as marine biology, fishing, or operating a boating service that includes everything from tugs to salvage operations. Other areas you might be drawn to are medical and health care, especially where patient services are provided such as nursing. You have a tendency to be drawn to occupational areas that are out of the way, and where you don't mind working alone, or in confined spaces. The usual examples include prisons, hospitals, reformatories, and sanitariums. You can become very attached to your chosen field, and devote extra time, or become emotionally involved with those around you to the extent that everyone shares many of the same experiences.

ARIES ON CUSP OF ELEVENTH HOUSE

You have a way of making friendships very quickly, and there is a tendency to be attracted to members of the opposite sex. Although this often makes for happy relationships, it can also blur the distinction between platonic and sexual relationships; thus leading to misunderstandings and possible breakups, which might otherwise not happen. You tend to associate with companions on an active level, such as in sports, or in what might be called: "horsing around." You're quick to defend your close friends, or come to their aid when in need, and they in turn come to trust and value you. You can further your fondest hopes and wishes through courage, enterprise, and drive. Friendships can also be useful in bringing about your long range plans.

TAURUS ON CUSP OF ELEVENTH HOUSE

There is a tendency to be fortunate in making friendships with people that will be an asset to you. Friends would make good partners in financial matters, or in sharing equal interests in a business. Most of your close associations will be long lasting, and of a permanent nature. There is apt to be an emphasis on recreation and entertainment when companions get together for pleasure and fun. Friendships can be developed around activities that have to do with the arts: music, painting, sculpting, and other creative projects. Steady progress on the path to realizing your hopes and wishes will continue, with occasional friendships developing along the way. Patience and planning will bring about that which you desire, and much of what you receive will be due to the friendships you have made through the years.

GEMINI ON CUSP OF ELEVENTH HOUSE

You're very likely to attract a wide variety of friends, and although there may be those that will remain constant, it is more likely that they will come into your life, and then move on. You have an inclination to be drawn to intellectual types, or those associated with the news, or publishing media. Being on the road, or visiting other places, ought to present many possibilities of gaining new companions. You will probably remain in contact with old time associates through letters or telephone, and arranging reunions would be well to your benefit. Relationships based on friendships are apt to be changeable, and in some cases unreliable.
The fulfillment of many of your hopes and wishes will undoubtedly be in some kind of flux through the years, although change can be good in that loftier goals can be targeted.

CANCER ON CUSP OF ELEVENTH HOUSE

You tend to regard your closer friends with deep respect and great esteem, and these relationships usually last for long periods of time. There is a strong family influence regarding the making of new friends that occurs when the home becomes the center of recreation and social activity. Old friends are thought of like family, and treated in much the same way. Your fondest hope and wish will probably be the creating of a home, and making it a center of comfort and security. Having a piece of land would be ideal for constructing a home of your own design, and of course you can count on able help from those you have become friends with over a period of time. There is a natural inclination to raise a family, and have the family traditions carried on by your children.

LEO ON CUSP OF ELEVENTH HOUSE

Your outgoing nature and happy outlook draw many people to you, and they invariably become close friends. You enjoy the company of young people, and get along well with children, and they tend to look up to you with respect and admiration. Because of your diverse nature, you can expect to find companions with varying interests in fields such as science, literature, art, and philosophy. Many of your closer friends will seek you out for advice or consultation on matters of personal importance, and your sense of objectivity and fairness is much appreciated. As the years pass, you are apt to come into greater contact with people in important positions, or positions of influence in the worlds of society and business. Your fondest hopes and wishes could reach fulfillment through those you have known down through the years.

VIRGO ON CUSP OF ELEVENTH HOUSE

There is a tendency to make and maintain friendships at the intellectual level; this would include people at educational institutions, newspapers, publishing houses, bookstores, and research centers. Travel may be especially good for meeting people, especially short and medium range trips. Other areas of mutual interest might be health, hygiene, pets, diet, and inter-action at the work place. Compatible relationships are important to you, and friends that are not tend to drift away; therefore it can't be said that you have a wide array of friendships, but rather a close knit group that has been assembled with some degree of discrimination. The ultimate fulfillment of your fondest hopes and wishes may not hinge on how exacting and precise your criteria is, but to what extent you will accept anything less.

LIBRA ON CUSP OF ELEVENTH HOUSE

This is a very good placement that indicates an abundance of friends and companions, and happiness and good fortune surrounding them. You have a personable nature that attracts people to you making it easy to meet new friends, and they count you as one of their best. There are certain areas of interest that brings you into contact with mutually compatible
people in which bonds can be formed. These tend to be in all areas involving creative expression, and places of beauty, such as art centers, gardens and parks, beauty salons and hair styling shops, interior design and architecture, and in all aspects of the musical world. Your hopes and wishes have excellent prospects of reaching their full realization in their due time.

SCORPIO ON CUSP OF ELEVENTH HOUSE

You tend to form serious attachments to your close friends and companions, and usually maintain long lasting ties with those you have been associated with over time in various mutual interests, such as running a business, or sharing recreational activities. The possibility is good for meeting new people, and forming friendships around marinas, bays, harbors, ships, fishing trips, and pleasure boating that might include water skiing, or river running. Casual friendships with the opposite sex could turn into sexual relationships. This could be fine as long as there is mutual understanding, and it didn’t involve someone else’s spouse. Jealousy and resentment is possible among less close friends, but the extent of this would depend much on your own attitude and perspective.

SAGITTARIUS ON CUSP OF ELEVENTH HOUSE

There is great camaraderie among your close friends, and a real inclination to be festive and happy. Participation in games and sports, whether indoors or out, would be conducive to everyone's enjoyment. Spectator sports might have the same appeal with the group coming together either at a stadium, or racetrack, or at home in front of the TV. You might even have some luck betting at the track. You could be certain to find interesting friends traveling abroad, or combining business with travel in a foreign land. You tend to make friends easily, although many of them will come into your life, and then move on in their own time. Your fondest hopes and wishes are apt to change as circumstances assume various priorities, but you can expect your close friends to take an interest and be active in the fulfillment of your goals.

CAPRICORN ON CUSP OF ELEVENTH HOUSE

You tend to be somewhat shy in your younger years, but as you grow older there is a greater confidence developed that makes it easier for you to develop friendships, and these are often of a solid and lasting nature. Your business associates can become close personal friends, and being a member of a club or organized group provide contacts that may prove valuable in furthering your long range interests. You take your friendships seriously, and this often makes you cautious or reserved about getting involved too soon. Your hopes and wishes incline you to work hard for greater success and esteem with both your business and social standing. As you mature into life, you can expect the second half to bring greater rewards, and a sense of accomplishment for all your work and planning.

AQUARIUS ON CUSP OF ELEVENTH HOUSE

Your far reaching outlook tends to attract very interesting people to you. They might be a little different, and some can be progressive or even radical in their ideas. You are often drawn to
form friendships with people from different ethnic groups, or religions, or cultures. It can be said that many of your friends are unique, and you don't care if they do stick out in a crowd, because you value their friendship very much. It is not unusual to find your friends among inventors, aviators, scientists, educators, and leaders of avant-garde movements. Much of what you would wish and hope for tends towards the idealistic, and there is a strong altruistic streak that makes you a friend of those that have a good cause to work for.

**PISCES ON CUSP OF ELEVENTH HOUSE**

There is a natural inclination to form friendships that are warm and personal, and you enjoy establishing a rapport with those that would be your companions. It is easy being the first to arrive when help is needed, or when a friend is ill and requires assistance. Although you are likely to establish life long companions, there may be many that will come into your life, and then go out of it; some will make a lasting impression that could be missed over the years. Because of your sympathetic nature, it would be wise to use discrimination in choosing whom to make your friends, since they may ask you to make sacrifices on their part, and in your effort to be helpful, you might be taken advantage of. Your hopes and wishes tend to be modest in scope, and you can be satisfied with your attainments in life.

**ARIES ON CUSP OF TWELFTH HOUSE**

Where the possibility of resentment is possible in life, it could come about through competition. Whether in sports, business, or social affairs, someone on the losing end is not apt to take too kindly to your attitude; thus it would be best to avoid showiness, or pretentiousness. Where restrictions might come into effect the indication is incarceration, such as a prisoner of war, internment over political activities, or civil disobedience. Enmity, should it arise, might occur because of new ideas challenging the old order, and your participation in overthrowing that order, which could be by aggressive means. Avoid incurring anyone's hostility over anything you might do, or have done, in that injury or harm might be the result.

**TAURUS ON CUSP OF TWELFTH HOUSE**

Where feelings of enmity or resentment might occur in the life, it would be best to avoid legal entanglements, as this is one way someone not happy with you could take action. Should you experience financial success, there is apt to be someone that is annoyed by this situation, and attempt to undermine your position. Even in the area of romance, where affection is involved, an element of jealousy could arise. Should a clandestine affair draw you into a perplexing predicament, it could spill over into a difficult situation where anger flares, and retribution become something you have to deal with. Along other lines, there is an inclination to seek seclusion or solitude. If you become religiously inspired, you could seek a monastic order, or feel compelled to make sacrifices for your beliefs.
GEMINI ON CUSP OF TWELFTH HOUSE

Should conditions arise involving resentments or feelings of enmity, it would likely pertain to things said, possibly to or by relatives or neighbors. Although it might not cause an immediate reaction, sometime later, whatever the talk was about, could surface and create ill feelings. Always use discrimination in written notes and documents to avoid the possibility that someone else might come into possession of them, and then have you at a disadvantage. Contracts should be read and understood, especially the fine print; occasions could arise leading to a dispute over the intention of the words used, and leave you with little solid legal footing. Let idle talk go by, and avoid reacting to undue criticisms and innuendo, as it is your advantage to ignore it.

CANCER ON CUSP OF TWELFTH HOUSE

Where the possibility exists that resentment or enmity could occur in the life would, in many cases, center within the family, or deal with near or far relatives in which there has been some friction or grievance. Along these same lines the conditions within the home is also subject to the same tendencies, and family relations can be strained resulting in ill will because of misunderstandings or conflicts of interest. This is not a common occurrence in reference to the above, but when emotional upsets do take place, the result can bring some form of enmity, and therefore, unhappiness. One point of conflict that could create problems is over the settling of a will; it would be wise for everyone concerned to be aware of how the will is to be executed, and avoid surprises over how things will be done.

LEO ON CUSP OF TWELFTH HOUSE

In the event there should be reasons for resentments to arise in the life, it is likely to focus in the public, social, or political arenas. If you decide to challenge an opponent, say for political office, the outcome could lead to bitterness, such as with the result of "mud throwing" etc. In the social context, someone spreading false rumors behind your back would have the affect of creating enmity or bad feelings. Your public image should be guarded from any hint of scandal, or questionable ethics. In regards to affairs of the heart, love affairs might have a hidden factor that puts you in a false light, and compromises your otherwise honorable intentions. Since you possess a certain natural talent in the artistic field, you may find others that resent your abilities, therefore strive to do your best, but let others do the crowing.

VIRGO ON CUSP OF TWELFTH HOUSE

Because you tend to be a highly discriminating individual, it is not too likely that you would be in a position for feelings of resentment or enmity to become much of a possibility in your life. Although there may be times when unknown or hidden activities are working without your knowledge, your sense of awareness should guide you away from potentially damaging results to your character. Your greatest unknown enemy may, in many cases, be yourself. Avoid criticism of others; this may strike sensitive feelings in others that turn their good nature against you. Be particularly careful in what you write, or communicate, as anything negative
or unflattering about co-workers or friends might be considered libellous, and bring a response that could go as far as legal action.

LIBRA ON CUSP OF TWELFTH HOUSE

You tend to be fortunate in regards to what anyone might do or say behind your back. Your sense of fairness and balance works for you in maintaining your straightforward approach to how you live life. Nonetheless, should a marriage fall on troubled waters, it would be wise to guard against repercussions, and maintain your integrity through it all. In the event a partnership is on the verge of failing, the possibility of creating enemies is increased. Should they fail to listen to reason, it would be best to protect yourself and/or the business from being undermined from within and without. In the case of a business, it would be wise to draw up provisions in the beginning to insure there is no chance of misunderstandings later on. Think carefully about the marriage partner becoming a business partner.

SCORPIO ON CUSP OF TWELFTH HOUSE

Occasions may arise in life when unseen influences operate in the background, or forming associations with various people bringing conditions you are not aware of, and this then opens the possibility of falling victim to what you know not. Such a situation could occur by starting a sexual relationship with someone that is married, and they don't tell you. Although you are perfectly innocent, you are still in a potentially dangerous situation. Another possibility might occur with a spouse that is jealous or possessive because they seem convinced something is going on behind their back, even though nothing is. By the same token, avoid making accusations or insinuations about your spouse, unless of course, you have certainty. This is a murky area in life, and it will not be easy to see through to what is really going on. Trust in your inner senses, as these tend to be highly developed and active in this area.

SAGITTARIUS ON CUSP OF TWELFTH HOUSE

You can expect to have few problems when it comes to dealing with other people's enmity or resentment. Your natural good nature seldom makes enemies, nor do you put yourself in a position to compromise your integrity. When those rare occasions do happen it could be because of a sudden flash of good fortune that for whatever reason becomes resentment with some people. There is an indication that you possess a knack for being lucky, and this can come about in mysterious circumstances. In the event there is some loss experienced, it could be through a lawsuit that results in financial expenses. In other rare possibilities, you might find yourself defending your religious beliefs, or being ostracized for them, although this would be more likely living in a foreign land or culture.

CAPRICORN ON CUSP OF TWELFTH HOUSE

Your solid grasp of the realities of life will protect you to some extent when other people attempt to work behind your back to undermine your position or authority. You can be patient and understanding in most cases, and this will nullify chances that resentment or enmity
would become a problem. When it does become a problem it is likely to be in the area of work or business, and then because of competition or a desire to advance your career. Although you tend to be tactful and proper, there can develop a sense in other people that you exhibit a certain lack of sensitivity, and this could lead to the conclusion that you are cold and heartless. Of course this is only in the minds of those that think your desire to "get ahead" is breaking the rules, and there may not be any rules to begin with.

AQUARIUS ON CUSP OF TWELFTH HOUSE

This position is somewhat contrary in nature, and one should be aware of changing circumstances regarding the actions of other people. Although you tend to have many friends from diverse backgrounds, it is possible that certain of these friends could turn, for whatever reason, and oppose you, or take a stand against your ideals, position, or status in life. In peculiar instances, the opposite could occur; that is, a person once an enemy, could come back to you as a friend. You can usually assume that the unpredictable is more than a possibility when considering the resentment or enmity that people might come to feel about you. On the other hand, you tend to react strongly against any restrictions or limitations imposed upon you since your freedom is very important, and this can bring a reaction from those that would like to see you settled into conformity.

PISCES ON CUSP OF TWELFTH HOUSE

There is a factor of intrigue or deception surrounding those people that would bring resentments, or work against you in the shadows. Friendly overtures or gestures may mean something else, and you should have enough psychic awareness to see beyond their mostly empty intent. Take a harder look at what seems like a good deal, as you could be set up for a scam. You might lose your money, and a little of your self-esteem. Avoid being drawn into anything unlawful, or that has to do with illegal drugs; you don't want to end up being the scapegoat, and pay the price. Enmity can come from those that take some kind of offense from either what you do, or from what you don't do, or say or even think. You can avoid most of this pettiness by standing up for your values and ideals.